Batt-Latch

Roller Gate Kit
Recommended for use with the Batt-Latch automatic gate timer (if
the spring gate is not suitable, eg for horses), the timer and roller
gate can be permanently or temporarily mounted in existing
gateways or between fence standards for break feeding. This
allows you all of the functionality of a Batt-Latch or Modem BattLatch (the timer), along with the quicker operation of a roller gate.
The roller gate self-retracting fence is easily mounted on one side of the gate opening with the
supplied screws (for permanent mounting), or strap (for temporary mounting). The timer is
secured on the opposite side of the gate opening (recommended maximum gate width of three
metres for automatic cord re-winding). The cord can be electrified if a local source is available.

Instructions
NOTE: The mounting height is dependent on the size of the horse(s), and must be at a height so they can’t
crawl under the fence or jump over it:
-For Icelandic horses/ponies a height of 60-70cm above ground is recommended
-For larger horses up to 100-120cm above ground is recommended
1.
2.
3.

Mount the roller gate holder on one post using either the strap (recommended) or screws. Ensure it can
turn freely and, if using, pull the strap tight so that the roller gate unit sits as pictured (above).
If the existing fence is electrified, clip the supplied cable to the electric fence and attach the other end
of the cable to the bottom of the roller gate using the wing nut.
A roller gate works mechanically with a cord and a spring, and benefits from regular lubrication.
-To lubricate the spring and cord pull out the cord and inject oil into the round holes in the bottom
disc of the roller gate, using bicycle oil or WD40, or similar.
-To lubricate the cord, use a silicone-based spray.
If the cord will not roll up, try to drag out the rope completely, then let it roll-up – use a silicone

spray to enable it to release and retract.
4.

To activate the timer, refer to the Batt-Latch manual supplied with the kit or available online:
https://www.novel.co.nz/files/BattLatchUserManualJune2020
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